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Traditional Standards of Tax Justice under Pressure

Allocation Function (upgraded)

Distribution Function (downgraded)
comprehensive income tax base
 trend of dualisation
high degree of progression and redistribution
 weakening of progression and redistr.

Stabilisation Function (downgraded – neglected)



Regressive Taxation 
Trends in OECD Countries

Comparing the development of Gini-Values for 
market incomes and the Gini-Values for disposable 
incomes the OECD (2011) observes:

Market incomes have become more unequal since 
mid-1980s
On average redistribution by the state has become 
less effective since 1990s:

Between mid-1980s and mid-1990s redistribution 
systems compensated about 73% of the increase in 
market-income inequality.
Between the mid-1990s and mid-2000s this 
percentage decreased to 53%.



Cutting the Top Income Tax Rates
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Preferential Tax Rates for Capital Income
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Declining Corporate Tax Rates
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Taxes on Property

On average property taxes as a percentage of GDP 
remained fairly stable and decreased slightly as a 
percentage of total taxation as compared to 1970. (This 
is not true for Belgium, France, Japan, Iceland, Sweden.)

But, according to Piketty & Zucman (2013), since 1970 
the ratio of private wealth to national income has risen 
constantly in many rich countries: Australia, Canada, 
USA, Germany, France, Italy, Japan, UK 



Has the Crisis Broken the Downward Trend?

Top personal income tax rates: OECD average stopped 
declining in 2008. (Greece, Spain, UK, France, Iceland, 
Ireland, Italy, Korea, Portugal) > a turning-point?
Capital gains tax: Ireland, Italy, Spain, Portugal, U.S., 
France
Taxes on Property: Increasing taxes on immovable 
property: Greece, Portugal, Spain, Ireland, UK
Corporate Taxes: stable since 2008 (Only Canada, 
Greece, and UK further decreased nominal rates.)
Consumption Tax: Revenue raising measures in EU 
have been concentrated on consumption taxes: 12 
European countries, New Zealand, Mexico



Has the Crisis Broken the Downward Trend?

Source: IMF 2013
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Standard arguments against 
progressive Tax Reform…

Strong belief that many types of progressive taxes do harm to output 
and employment.
As the OECD (2012d, p. 39) puts it: 
“Simply raising marginal personal income tax rates on high earners will 
not necessarily bring in much additional revenue, because of effects on 
work intensity, career decisions, tax avoidance and other behavioural 
responses.”

High top marginal tax rates discourage labour supply, labour
effort, entrepreneurial investment
High taxes on personal savings discourage investment
High corporate tax rates discourage investment
Tax evasion and tax planning undermine revenue raising
potential



…Standard arguments against 
progressive Tax Reform do not hold:

Empirical estimates typically show moderate effects
so that increased redistribution is possible without
great damage to output and with increased revenue

Public spending may compensate for some negative 
effects

Macroeconomic effects support the case for higher
redistribution



…Standard arguments against 
progressive Tax Reform do not hold:

Source: IMF 2013
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Progressive tax reform: a macroeconomic 
perspective

a Keynesian perspective…
…which has again gained importance and support, 
recently
theoretical deficiencies of harmonious NCM-models with
downgrading of fiscal policy have been stressed
average multiplier estimates have been adjusted
upwards
(or may be it is sufficient to take ‘old‘ averaged muliplier
estimates seriously…)  



A macroeconomic perspective: Three major arguments

Redistribution may be directly conducive to output and 
employment if the economy is constrained by a lack of 
demand and if inequality is detrimental to private 
consumption.

Balanced budget multiplier: Increasing taxes and
spending (part of) the revenue will usually be
expansionary

Inequality as major reason for international economic
imbalances
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Tax cuts, induced expenditure cuts and the 
sick man of Europe
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Fig. 3: discretionary fiscal stance in % in relation to GDP, in per cent. 2001-2013 

 

Source: Federal Statistical Office, IMK. 
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Policy Strategies on the international level

Source: IMF 2013

combat tax evasion and avoidance
revision of EU savings directive

OECD action plan in base erosion and profit shifting

Unitary taxation (caution!)

Financial Transaction Tax
PLUS

Further measures (e.g. levy on wealth)
Tax harmonisation (minimum tax rates) 

 Some promising initiatives but high risk of watering
down and vested interests preventing the reform!
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Policy strategies on the national level

‚conventional wisdom‘ is extremely cautious and goes
into the wrong direction by focussing on consumption
taxes
increase tax compliance by stronger enforcement
broaden tax base in redistributive manner
increase taxes on immovable property

PLUS:
use leeway to increase top PIT rate, CIT and wealth
and inheritance taxes! 
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Thank you very much 
for your attention!
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